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Goal
Goals
あああああああああああああああああああああああ
Enable anyone to create multi-modal presentations
あああああああああああああああああああああああ
easily from any text. Use virtual agents in Second Life
あああああああああああああああああああああああ
to
“act-out” the dialogues.
あああああああああああああああああああああああ
Create
an intuitive and engaging way to convey
information.
あああああああああああああああああああああああ
Employ
this system in the domains of e-Healthcare, eああああああああああああああああああああああ
Learning and e-News.

Method

ATTRIBUTION(P,Q) 
Layman > What did + getSubject(P+Q) +
getMainVerbLemma(P+Q)?
Expert > AddIfNotPresentIn(Q,That) + Q

<Data>
[…]
<Utterance Speaker="Layman" Listener="Expert">
What did the company say?
</Utterance>
<Utterance Speaker="Expert" Listener="Layman">
That it expects to receive acceptances for its offer of 253 pence per share representing at least 67%
of Ross Catherall's issued share capital, or 12.7 million ordinary shares.
</Utterance>
<Utterance Speaker="Layman" Listener="Expert">
Anything else?
</Utterance>
<Utterance Speaker="Expert" Listener="Layman">
Its offer also includes an option to receive a redeemable loan note in lieu of cash.
</Utterance>
<Utterance Speaker="Layman" Listener="Expert">
Who said that?
</Utterance>
<Utterance Speaker="Expert" Listener="Layman">
Vickers did.
</Utterance>
<Utterance Speaker="Layman" Listener="Expert">
Under what circumstances?
</Utterance>
<Utterance Speaker="Expert" Listener="Layman">
The notes can be redeemed starting in July 1991.
</Utterance>
[…]

Alternate-Speaker Rule:
ATTRIBUTION(P,Q) 
Expert > removeIfPresentIn(Q, That) + Q
Layman > Who
getMainVerbFromSentence(P+Q) + that?
Expert > getSubjectFromSentence(P+Q) +
generateWordForm(do,
getMainVerbMorphoTagsFromSentence(P+Q)

Mapping rules for the
ATTRIBUTION relation

</Data>

3. Using MPML3D, the
2. After filtering-out

irrelevant and
unimplemented RST
relations based on their
priority, a DialogueNet
structure is created by
mapping the tree’s
relations to query-answer
pairs.

Excerpt from the RST Tree representation of the input text.

1. Analysis of the

“Vickers PLC, a British aerospace, defense and automotive conglomerate, said it
reached an agreed cash bid of 108.2 million pounds for Ross Catherall Group PLC, a
maker of specialty alloy and ceramics. The company said it expects to receive
acceptances for its offer of 253 pence per share representing at least 67% of Ross
Catherall's issued share capital, or 12.7 million ordinary shares. Vickers said its offer
also includes an option to receive a redeemable loan note in lieu of cash.The notes
can be redeemed starting in July 1991. The company said its acquisition of Ross
Catherall will be covered largely by cash raised in its July disposal of HowsonAlgraphy for 241.7 million pounds.”

functional relations
of the text using
Rhetorical Structure
Theory (RST).

DialogueNet is transformed
into a multimodal dialogue
and “acted-out” by virtual
character agents in Second
Life.

Percentage of RST relations mapped

31.7%

Minimum number of turns per dialogue

1

Maximum number of turns per dialogue

215

Mean number of turns per dialogue

46.9

Median number or turns per dialogue

32

Standard deviation of the number of turns per dialogue

43.3

Total number of turns for Layman

5649

Shortest turn length for Layman (words)

2

Longest turn length for Layman (words)

38

Mean turn length for Layman (words)

2.7

Median turn length for Layman (words)

2

Standard deviation of the turn length for Layman (words)

1.4

Total number of turns for Expert

10655

Shortest turn length for Expert (words)

1

Longest turn length for Expert (words)

1177

Mean turn length for Expert (words)

18.8

Median turn length for Expert (words)

12

Standard deviation of the turn length for Expert (words)

38.7

Global mean turn length (words)

13.2

Global median turn length (words)

5

Global standard deviation of the turn length (words)

32.2

Input text: Financial newspaper article (wsj_1173 from the RST Discourse Treebank).

Characteristics of our dialogues generated from the RST
Discourse Treebank, with 5 implemented mapping rules.
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